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Question(s) Presented: Do IJs and the BIA have the authority under the INA and regulations to 

administratively close cases? (IOW, was Castro-Tum wrongly decided?) 

 

Holdings: BIA decision vacated, case remanded. IJs and BIA have the general authority to administratively 

close cases under the regulations. 

 

Rationale: Administrative closure may be one of the actions that is “appropriate and necessary” for the 

“disposition” of a case. IJs and BIA possess broad discretion in the administering of their cases.  

 

Facts: Mexican citizen entered U.S. EWI at age 7 in 2002. Applied for DACA in 2012 and was approved. 

Renewals periodically granted. Arrested and charged with sexual assault & endangering welfare of a child in 

April 2019. After criminal charges dropped in Nov. 2019, eligible again for DACA renewal. 

 

Procedural History: 

• April 8, 2019: arrested and charged with sexual assault and endangering welfare of child. 

• May 17, 2019: USCIS revoked DACA status 

• June 2019: DHS took him into custody and served a NTA. 

• November 6, 2019: IJ denied application for asylum / WH / CAT. 

• November 20, 2019: Criminal charges dismissed 

• 2020: BIA denied request for remand to IJ for administrative closure while respondent sought DACA 

status & denied appeal of asylum / WH / CAT. Denial based on Castro-Tum. 

 

Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

• 8 C.F.R. § 1003.10(b): powers and duties of IJs, including exercising independent judgment and 

discretion and taking “any action . . . that is appropriate and necessary for the disposition of cases.” 

• 8 C.F.R. § 1003.1(d)(1)(ii): Same for BIA 

• 8 C.F.R. § 1240.1(a)(iv): IJs have authority in any removal proceeding to “take any other action 

consistent with applicable law and regulations as may be appropriate.” 

• Matter of Castro-Tum, 27 I&N Dec. 271 (A.G. 2018): IJ and BIA do not have authority to 

administratively close proceedings unless a regulation or a previous judicially approved settlement 

expressly authorizes such an action. 

• In re. Gutierrez-Lopez, 21 I&N Dec. 479 (BIA 1996): administrative closure as a docketing tool 

• Matter of Amico, 19 I&N Dec. 652 (BIA 1988): administrative convenience 
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• Matter of W-Y-Up, 27 I&N Dec. 17 (BIA 2017): temporary pause while alternate paths are pursued. 

Reaffirmed Matter of Avetisyan.  

• Matter of Avetisyan, 25 I&N Dec. 688 (BIA 2012): endorsed administrative closure 

 

Relevant U.S. History (Administrative Closure): 

• Pre-Castro-Tum: 

o Used since 1980s as a docketing tool to remove cases from IJs’ active dockets as a matter of 

administrative convenience. Temporary pause of removal proceedings because of a pending 

alternative resolution or because events outside the control of either party may affect the case. 

o Not expressly authorized by INA. 

• Post-Castro-Tum Circuit Court Split: 

o 4th & 7th: IJ & Board have general authority to administratively close cases 

▪ Romero v. Barr, 937 f.3d 282 (4th Cir. 2019) 

▪ Meza Morales v. Barr, 973 F.3d 656, 665 (7th Cir. 2020) (opinion by A.C. Barrett) 

• “the immigration regulations that grant immigration judges their general powers 

[are] broad enough to implicitly encompass that [administrative closure] 

authority.” 

o 6th Circuit affirmed Castro-Tum 

▪ Serrano v. Barr, 981 F.3d 459 (6th Cir. 2020) 

 

Discussion: 

• “We are fully persuaded that, as discussed in Romero and Meza Morales, the regulations afford IJs and 

the Board authority to take any action (including administrative closure) as is appropriate and necessary 

(in the context of each case) for the disposition of such case to resolve questions in a timely and 

impartial manner consistent with the Act and regulations.”  (LEXIS at *16)  

• “The authority to administratively close cases, within the appropriate and necessary context of each 

case, can and does permit IJs and the Board to answer the questions before them in a timely and 

impartial manner consistent with the Act and the regulations. Or in other words, delay int eh case 

through administrative closure does not, by definition, prevent the timely disposition of the case and 

resolution of questions.” (LEXIS at *19) 

 

Dissent (Matey): 

• Thinks this is prohibited by regulations, longstanding practice notwithstanding. There’s no authority for 

this other than in judicial habit. 

• Administrative closures are not “dispositions” of cases because they allow cases to go on and on 

indefinitely (rather than “disposing” of them). 

 

 


